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CHANDRAGUPTA Living Rules Book
(10.13) Pass-Through Attacks. After completing its Shock combat, if the Elephant unit
has not Rampaged (10.14) and the defending unit(s) are still in place, the attacking
Elephant is placed in one of the defenders’ vacant Rear hexes, maintaining its attack
facing. Thus, an Elephant in 3022 (Pataliputra map) attacking into 2921 would
end up in either 2821 or 2822. If there are units occupying both/all rear hexes, the
elephant unit immediately shock attacks the unit(s) in one of those hexes (friendly units
can be attacked). If the Elephant unit fails to “dislodge” this second-row unit, it would be
placed behind the “second-row” unit instead. Essentially, the Elephant unit keeps on
attacking each occupied row until it passes through to an unoccupied rear hex or routs
and in this situation immediately eliminated.

(10.26) Pass-Through Attacks. After completing their Shock combat (but see 10.24), if
the defending unit(s) are still in place, the attacking chariot unit is placed in one of the
defender’s vacant Rear hexes, maintaining its attack facing. If units occupy both/all rear
hexes, the Chariot must immediately shock attack the unit(s) in one of those hexes
(friendly units can be attacked). If the Chariot unit fails to “dislodge” this second-row
unit, it would be placed behind the “second-row” unit instead. Essentially, the Chariot
unit keeps on attacking each occupied row until it passes through to an unoccupied rear
hex or routs and is thus eliminated.

Add: (11.35) Rallied units may not receive or use orders until the next Game Turn;
however, they may be refaced at no cost in MPs or cohesion hits when rallied. Rallied
Foot missile units are “Missile No”.

CHANDRAGUPTA Playbook
PATALIPUTRA
Setup Map: Mauryan Left Flank Elephants should be one row back (34XX); there should
not be an empty hex intervening between the Mauryan Left Wing and Left Flank. There
should not be an empty hex intervening between the Nandan Left Flank and the Left
Wing, nor between the Nandan Front and the Right Wing.
GANDHARA
Setup up map: Patrocles is a SC

CHANDRAGUPTA Charts
Shock Superiority Chart: SK are AS against Chariots [CH]

Elephant Rampage Table: 7-9 result, 2nd bullet – delete the 2nd sentence. There are no
leader Elephants
Cohesion Hit and TQ Charts: TQ and Special Checks
Reaction Facing Result should be “Cohesion Hits equal to DR minus TQ”

